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Technology Enabled Learning and Teaching 

Learning Experiences from Ontario Students and Educators 

Student “Expert Talks” in French 
Learning Experience Plan 

 

Who is the learner? 

Grade: 2 French Immersion 

Readiness for Learning:  Students are in their second year of learning French 

What is the student learning and what skills are they developing? 

Learning - What is the student learning and what skills are they developing? 

Curriculum 

Language, Oral Language, Grade 2  
 
Clarity and Coherence 
2.3 communicate ideas, opinions, and information orally in a clear, coherent manner using simple 
but appropriate organizational patterns  
 
Appropriate Language 
2.4 choose a variety of appropriate words and phrases to communicate their meaning accurately 
and engage the interest of their audience 
 
Visual Aids 
2.7 use a few different visual aids, (e.g., photographs, artefacts, a story map) to support or enhance 
oral presentations 

Learning Skills and Work Habits 

Collaboration 

The student... 

● responds positively to the ideas, opinions, values, and traditions of others. 
 

Initiative 

The student... 

● demonstrates the capacity for innovation and a willingness to take risks. 
 

Self-Regulation 

The student... 
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Learning - What is the student learning and what skills are they developing? 

● assesses and reflects critically on own strengths, needs, and interests 
 

 

Competency Domains and Skills (National Research Council, 2012) 

The student should develop and exhibit competencies like…. 
 

Cognitive 
Communication 

Active listening  

Interpersonal 
Perspective 

Communication 

Empathy/perspective-
taking 

Intrapersonal 
Reflection 

Initiative 

Self-direction 

 

Digital Citizenship 

Creation and Credit 
A digital citizen is one who… 

● utilizes appropriate licensing options for personal creations (e.g., Creative Commons) 
 
Health and Protection 
A digital citizen is one who… 

● uses devices with attention to physical and mental health 

 

What are different ways students might make their learning visible? 

Assessment - What are different ways students might make their learning visible? 

Learning Goals  

We are learning to... 
1. communicate ideas, opinions, and information orally in a clear, coherent manner using 

simple but appropriate organizational patterns  
2. choose a variety of appropriate words and phrases to communicate their meaning accurately 

and engage the interest of their audience 
3. use a few different visual aids, (e.g., photographs, artefacts, a story map) to support or 

enhance oral presentations 

Success Criteria 

I am able to… 
● describe what an “interesting fact” is (as compared to common knowledge) orally in a clear 

way 
● select appropriate words and phrases to make the message interesting for others 
● use technology to support the message 
● listen carefully to others and respectfully give feedback about their work 
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Assessment - What are different ways students might make their learning visible? 

Evidence gathered through Conversations, Observations, and Products 

Observations Conversations Products 

 

 

Discussions  

Anecdotal notes, questioning Focused learning 
conversations among 
students 

conferences 

Adobe Spark Video 

Observation of student 
discussions 

  

 

What does the learning and teaching look like? 

Lesson Plan   

 (During a prior lesson, the educator and students brainstorm a list 
of topics in which the students may have background knowledge 
(eg: Living Things, Special Days, Games, Sports, Toys, Places, 
Seasons, Animals, etc.)) 
 
The classroom educator models an example of how to choose a 
topic of expertise and develop 5 interesting facts. 
 
The students then join in and participate to help generate more 
facts (in order to benefit from a gradual release of responsibility).  
Next the educator models how to give feedback by checking that 
the facts are “interesting” and not just common knowledge.   
 

See photo 

Educators will be invited 
to sign up for a free 
subscription when 
opening the Adobe 
Spark Video app.  This 
will enable the saving of 
student work, making it 
easy to continue the 
process by signing  in on 
any iPad. 

Minds On… 

 
15 minutes 

 The students each choose a specific topic in which they could 
demonstrate expertise.  They need to think on their own and plan 
their 5 interesting facts and then explain them in detail to a 
partner.  The partner gives feedback as to whether or not the facts 
are interesting or just something that is already common 
knowledge among grade 2 students!  
 
Once the students have their detailed oral list of interesting facts 
rehearsed, they can be shown the basic features of how to use the 
iPad app called Adobe Spark Video. (This could be done by a 
student tech team or “tech buddies.)  The students use the 
recording component of the Adobe Spark Video app to create one 
audio clip on each of 5 slides (important to do all audio before 

Note:  If students are 
having difficulty coming 
up with 5 interesting 
facts, they may need to 
be encouraged to 
choose a different topic. 

 

*Important note:  If the 
students add photos 
after each audio 
recording, they may get 
sidetracked and speak 
about the image rather 
than having their oral 
language lead the 

Action! 

 
multiple 
periods over 
several days 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B0A_7IH_je0OYlYxeDh2U3laZzA
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Lesson Plan   

photos*).  Following that, students find and add photos from within 
the app or create drawings to correspond with their audio 
recording.  The students add the finishing touches of choosing a 
visual theme and some music (both built in features in the app) to 
complete their slideshow.  From within the app, the slideshow can 
be saved as a video on the camera roll of the iPad. 
 

process. 

 Students share their work with the class and get peer assessment 
from each other on the final products. 
  

 

Sample final products: 

Les chiens 

La gymnastique 

 

Consolidate 
Debrief 

40 minutes 
 
 

 
 
 

Home Activity or Further Classroom Consolidation 
 
The completed videos can be shared with families in various ways 
such as on an online portfolio or in a shared Google folder.  The 
final products can also be shared with another class within the 
school or in another district.   

 

 

 
 
  

https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B0A_7IH_je0ORmNUTkFoakVmdlE/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B0A_7IH_je0OeC1Ma3JBZFNOdUU/view?usp=sharing

